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Abstract: Strong assumptions needed to correctly specify parametric binary choice proba-
bility models make them particularly vulnerable to misspecification. Semiparametric models
provide a less restrictive approach with estimators that exhibit desirable asymptotic proper-
ties. This paper discusses the standard parametric binary choice models, Probit and Logit,
as well as the semiparametric binary choice estimators proposed in Ichimura (1993) and
Klein and Spady (1993). A Monte Carlo study suggests that the semiparametric estimators
have desirable finite sample properties and outperform their parametric counterparts when
the parametric model is misspecified. The semiparametric estimators show only moderate
efficiency loss compared to correctly specified parametric.
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1 Introduction
Modeling economic topics such as labor force participation, employment status, and home
ownership involves dependent variables qualitative in nature. Examination of relationships
concerning qualitative choice originally came forth from the biological sciences where ex-
periments often measure a subject’s tolerance to treatment as related to some underlying
threshold (Gourieroux, 2000), (Cramer, 1991). Study of qualitative economic variables re-
lated to some underlying threshold give rise to models of discrete choice where variables
lacking natural order are coded into quantitative categories (Cramer, 1991). Coefficients of
such models inherently imply probabilistic interpretations. For example, a researcher may
be interested in a borrower’s probability of mortgage default as determined by covariates
like credit score, loan-to-value ratio and income. This mortgage default question relies on a
coded binary dependent variable: y = 1 if a default occurs and y = 0 if not.
While standard regression models can be specified for problems such as default probabil-
ity, two probability models have come to dominate the field concerning binary discrete choice.
The standard parametric Probit and Logit models see wide use in applied research concern-
ing questions involving binary dependent variables (Cramer, 1991). Although popular, these
two models rely on particularly stringent assumptions for specification. Under misspecifica-
tion, the parametric models produce inconsistent estimates (Li and Racine, 2006). A few
semiparametric binary choice models have been developed under weaker assumptions to ac-
count for the likely inability to correctly specify a parametric model. This paper will examine
estimators for binary choice models, including Probit and Logit, as well as two semiparamet-
ric, namely the semiparametric least squares (SLS) estimator proposed in Ichimura (1993)
and the semiparametric maximum likelihood (SML) estimator proposed in Klein and Spady
(1993). A Monte Carlo study provides the basis of examination through comparison of each
estimate’s bias and mean squared error (MSE) under different data generating processes
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(DGP).
The goal of conducting this Monte Carlo study is to answer the question: what comments
can be made concerning the finite sample performance of semiparametric and parametric
binary choice estimators under controlled conditions? Specifically, we make comparisons
between semiparametric and parametric estimates in two situations: 1. under correct spec-
ification of the parametric model, and 2. under misspecification of the parametric model.
The Monte Carlo study also facilitates an evaluation of the estimator of Ichimura compared
to that of Klein and Spady.
Throughout this study, we expect the performance of semiparametric estimators to im-
prove with increased sample size as these estimators’ properties rely on asymptotic nonpara-
metric density results (Li and Racine, 2006). As previous work and theory suggests, we
expect correctly specified parametric estimators to outperform the semiparametric estima-
tors, specifically under small sample size, but do also propose that semiparametric efficiency
losses are small in scale. In the case of misspecified parametric form, we expect dramatically
improved semiparametric estimates. We reserve prior judgements on comparisons between
the two semiparametric estimators.
Some previous Monte Carlo studies have examined finite sample performance of semipara-
metric and parametric binary choice estimators. Ichimura (1993) as well as Klein and Spady
(1993) both evaluate the finite sample performance of their proposed estimators through
simulations. Both of these studies find the semiparametric estimators to outperform a
misspecified Probit and underperform a correctly specified Probit with modest loss in ef-
ficiency. DeLuca (2008) compares various semiparametric estimators, including Klein and
Spady SML, to parametric Probit. He concludes on similar results in examination under
correctly specified and misspecified Probit cases and suggests use of semiparametric models.
Noting the limited implementation of semiparametric binary choice estimators in applied
settings, Horowitz (1993) as well as Gerfin (1998) compare Probit results to select semipara-
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metric estimates including those of Klein and Spady. Results from both of these works also
suggest use of semiparametric estimators in applied research.
This study contributes to the literature by comparing parametric and semiparametric
estimators under broad experimental conditions. Due to difficulties in designing a Monte
Carlo study and correct implementation of the choice semiparametric estimators, no exten-
sive study has compared the four discussed estimation procedures. In fact, no study has
compared the estimator of Ichimura to that of Klein and Spady either. Under a general
DGP, we hope to effectively evaluate finite sample performance of the standard parametric
estimates from Probit and Logit, as well as the semiparametric estimators of Ichimura and
Klein and Spady. The remaining sections of this study follow as such: section 2 provides
a theoretical description of the choice models and estimation techniques, section 3 outlines
the DGP and estimation procedures used in the Monte Carlo experiments, and section 4
outlines the Monte Carlo results and evaluates finite sample performance of the selected
binary choice estimators.
2 Binary Choice Single Index Models
Applied work in economics commonly seeks answers to questions regarding a qualitative out-
come. Interest may concern a homeowner’s decision to default on their mortgage or a firm’s
decision in issuing corporate debt. In these cases, the researcher wishes to understand the
processes involved in such discrete choices as determined by certain independent variables.
This paper specifically examines the case of a binary dependent variable where yi takes only
values of 0 or 1. Analyzing the relationship between covariates xi and Bernoulli random
variable yi is inherently a study of response probability.
No rule prohibits examining such probability relationships in a standard regression set-
ting. Take the linear model yi = xiβ + ui, with {yi, xi}ni=1 under classical linear regression
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assumptions. Several issues arise out of this linear consideration. Notice the ambiguity in
a discrete left hand side equated with a continuous right hand side. Also, the parameter
estimates will reflect constant changes in response probability corresponding to unit changes
in an independent variable, not likely in most probability settings (Gourieroux, 2000). Also,
unless restrictions are placed on β, the parameter estimates may imply probabilities outside
the interval [0,1]. More effective probability models exist.
In a discrete choice setting, consider an underlying regression on a continuous unobserved
latent variable y∗i influenced by observed independent variables xi: y
∗
i = xiβ + εi. The
researcher only observes the binary yi which takes value based on a threshold defined by the
latent variable y∗i :
yi =
{
1 if y∗i ≥ 0
0 if y∗i < 0
(1)
Assumptions 1. {xi, yi}ni=1 is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). 2. εi is
i.i.d. and has some symmetric Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) denoted F . 3.
E[εi|xi] = 0 as well as εi and xi independent.
Under these assumptions we move forward in deriving the condition mean of binary y:
E[yi|xi] = 1× P (yi = 1|x) + 0× P (yi = 0|x) = P (y∗i ≥ 0) (2)
= P (x′iβ + ε ≥ 0) = P (ε ≥ −x′iβ)
= 1− P (ε ≤ −x′iβ)
= 1− F (−x′iβ)
= F (x′iβ) (3)
Thus, the conditional mean of yi is equal to a function F a CDF, of the scalar index x
′
iβ and
from this distinction, we define the binary choice single index model:
P (yi = 1|xi) = E[yi|xi] = F (x′iβ) (4)
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2.1 Parametric Estimation
Notice that in the derivation of the binary choice single index model, we do not specify a
form for F , the CDF of εi. We only make the assumption that F exists and is symmetric.
Under parametric estimation, the researcher specifies F to guarantee identifiability of β. The
most common choices for F lead to the popular Probit or Logit probability models.1
Probit: Consider the distributional assumption: εi ∼ N(0, 1). Then the error term has
standard normal distribution with µ = 0 and σ2 = 1 yielding:
F (x′iβ) = Φ(x
′
iβ) =
1√
2pi
∫ x′iβ
−∞
e−
1
2
t2dt. (5)
Estimation under this assumption results in the Probit model: E(yi|xi) = Φ(x′iβ) with Probit
parameter estimates βˆ.
Logit: Consider the assumption that the εi has standard logistic distribution with µ = 0
and σ2 = pi2/3 yielding:
F (x′iβ) = Λ(x
′
iβ) =
1
1 + e−x′iβ
. (6)
Estimation under this assumption results in the Logit model: E(yi|xi) = Λ(x′iβ) with Logit
parameter estimates βˆ.
Maximum Likelihood Estimation: Moving forward in parametric estimation of the
parameter vector β, we again use F notation where we have now assumed that F = Φ or
Λ for the Probit and Logit cases respectively. Under i.i.d. assumptions, the product of
individual densities defines the likelihood equation:
L(β) = f(y1, . . . , yn|β) =
n∏
i=1
f(yi|β) (7)
where the likelihood equation is a function of the unknown parameter vector β with given
data {yi, xi}ni=1. To ensure an estimable parameter vector we need identification: the pa-
1In the parametric Probit and Logit cases, a constant term α could be added to the model yielding
F (α + x′iβ) but this case is not considered in this paper for reasons involving the semiparametric case
discussed later.
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rameter vector β is identified if for any other parameter vector β∗ 6= β, for some data,
L(β∗) 6= L(β) (Greene, 2003). Identification of β is established under both distributional
assumptions. In a binary choice setting with F , the likelihood equation becomes:
L(β) =
n∏
i=1
F (x′iβ)
yi(1− F (x′iβ)1−yi . (8)
We take the natural logarithm of L(β) to arrive at the log-likelihood function:
lnL(β) =
n∑
i=1
(yi ln[F (x
′
iβ)] + (1− yi) ln[1− F (x′iβ)]). (9)
Under this framework, Maximum Likelihood estimation (MLE) provides a means of choosing
parameter estimates that will maximize the likelihood of occurrence for the observed data.
The MLE estimator βˆ is defined as:
βˆ = argmax
β
lnL(β). (10)
Note that closed form expressions of these maximum likelihood estimator is not available
because the likelihood equation is non-linear in parameters. Iterative numerical optimization
provides a means of approximating solutions through the first order conditions.
Asymptotic properties make MLE quite desirable. In our parametric setting, if the
distributional assumptions on εi are correctly asserted and certain regularity conditions are
met then the MLE βˆ will obey the following:
Properties of Maximum Likelihood Estimates:
Consistent : plim βˆ = β
Asymptotically Efficient : Var(βˆ) achieves Cramer− Rao Lower Bound
Asymptotically Normal :
√
n(βˆ − β) d−→ N [0, (−E[∂2lnL/∂β∂β′])−1]
(Greene, 2003)
(11)
The necessary regularity conditions as well as proofs of these properties will not be pre-
sented in this paper. For formal definitions and proofs refer to Greene (2003) Chapter 16.
Availability of t-tests and confidence interval construction make these asymptotic properties
particularly appealing.
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2.2 Semiparametric Approach
Parametric estimation of the binary choice single index model relies on a key and stringent
assumption concerning the distribution of ε. Different distributional assumptions change
the conditional mean of Y , so under misspecification of the error term’s distribution, the
estimates may be biased, inconsistent and their asymptotic distribution may be unknown.
Thus, the rigid assumptions of the parametric approach come at great risk. To avoid masking
important features of the data while obtaining robust estimates, we seek a more flexible
approach. In modeling the conditional mean function, we need not specify the distribution of
the error term while still maintaining identifiability of the model and consistency of parameter
estimates (Ichimura and Todd, 2007). The semiparametric single index model:
E[yi|xi] = g(x′iβ). (12)
This model receives semiparametric classification because while not specifying a functional
form for the distribution function g, the model still relies on the parametric index x′iβ. In
this less restrictive setting, an estimate for the unknown link function g will be needed before
parameter estimates may be obtained.
Estimation procedures of the choice semiparametric binary choice estimators presented
shortly rely on a kernel estimator of g. Common kernel estimators for the unknown link
function are based on local constant averaging. We estimate the conditional mean function
by constructing a locally weighted average of those yi associated with values of the covariates
xi on an interval of chosen length. Construction of the weights means determining the
“closeness” of xi to x in a local window defined by the bandwidth h. Then, evaluation
by the kernel function K gives greater weight to those dependent variables which are close
in terms of the independent variables (Li and Racine, 2006). The kernel function K is
continuous, symmetric about 0 and integrates to 1. Therefore, K provides weight, shape,
and continuity to the conditional expectation. A general Nadaraya Watson kernel estimator
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for E[yi|xi] is given by:
mˆ(x) =
∑n
i=1K
(
(xi−x)
h
)
yi∑n
i=1K
(
(xi−x)
h
) . (13)
Nonparametric estimation heavily relies on bandwidth selection. Choosing a bandwidth too
large results in an oversmoothed regression estimator with large bias and small variance
that obscures key features of the data. A bandwidth too small results in an undersmoothed
regression estimator with small bias and large variance that may have many jumps and local
extrema which make parameter estimation difficult (Pagan and Ullah, 1999). Bandwidth
selection will be discussed along with corresponding semiparametric estimators.
Before moving forward in discussion of specific semiparametric estimators, we require
certain identifiability conditions to ensure an estimable function g and unknown parameter
vector β:
Identification:
1. The vector xi must not contain a constant and must contain at least one
continuously distributed variable. β must be normalized: ||β|| = 1.
2. g is continuous, differentiable and not constant in the domain of x′iβ.
3. Varying the discrete components of xi will not divide the support of x
′
iβ into
disjoint subsets.
(Pagan and Ullah, 1999)
We see that β can contain no location parameter and is only identifiable up to a scale so we
impose the scale normalization in assuming that β has unit length. At least one continuous
xi will ensure existence of a specific g for estimation on the support of x
′
iβ. Conditions on g
identify a unique β.
Ichimura’s Estimator: From E[yi|xi] = g(x′iβ), we have yi = g(x′iβ) + εi and then εi =
yi − g(x′iβ). Ichimura motivates the estimation procedure with several key observations: (i)
The variation in y results from both the variation in g(x′β0) and ε, where β0 is the true
parameter. (ii) In consideration of the contour line g(x′β0) = c, the variation in y results
solely from the variation in ε. (iii) Under g(x′β) = c with β 6= β0, the value of g(x′β0)
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changes, so again the variation in y results from variation in both g(x′β0) and ε.
From this, Ichimura identifies β0 through the conditional variance:
Var[y|g(x′β) = c] = E[y − E[y|g(x′β) = c]2|g(x′β) = c] (14)
which measures the variation in y on each contour line c for which g(x′β) = c. Ichimura
devises a semiparametric estimation model built on a sample analog of this conditional
variance which determines parameter estimates by minimizing the objective function:
SLS(β) =
n∑
i=1
[yi − g(x′iβ)]2 (15)
with respect to β. As in the maximum likelihood case, placing a distributional assumption
on εi makes the objective function that of nonlinear least squares. In semiparametric form,
without assuming a known g, Ichimura calls the estimation Semiparametric Least Squares
(SLS)2. Thus, g(x′iβ) must be estimated. Notice that not only is g unknown but so is β.
Therefore, kernel density methods do not estimate g(x′iβ0) directly but rather for a given
β, we can find an estimate for E[yi|x′iβ] = E[g(x′iβ0)|x′iβ) (Li and Racine 2007). Ichimura
proposes use of the leave-one-out Nadaraya Watson estimator, gˆ−i(x′iβ). The leave-one-out
method omits xi and estimates g(x
′
iβ) using all other observations (Pagan and Ullah, 1999).
gˆ−i(x′iβ) =
∑n
j 6=iK
(
(xj−xi)′β
h
)
yj∑n
j 6=iK
(
(xj−xi)′β
h
) . (16)
Asymptotic theory requires the use of the leave-one-out method. Hall et al. (1993) sug-
gest choosing h by cross validation in the SLS case. The bandwidth is introduced as a free
parameter to the SLS criterion and then selected simultaneously with βˆ. Because the de-
nominator of gˆ−i(x′iβ) may be near 0, Ichimura introduces a trimming set 1(xi ∈ An): where
An = {x : ||x− x∗|| ≤ 2h for some x∗ ∈ Aδ} and Aδ = {xi : fˆ(x′iβ) ≥ δ for all β ∈ B} with
2Notice that this derivation does not rely on specification of a binary dependent variable. Ichimura SLS
may use a continuous or qualitative y
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δ > 0, density estimate fˆ , and B is the set where β takes values. Then, βˆ is determined by
minimizing SLS(β, h) with respect to β.
SLS(β, h) =
n∑
i=1
[yi − gˆ−i(x′iβ, h)]21(xiAn) (17)
Note the kernel estimator, a function of β, nested within the criterion function. The resulting
function depends only on the parameters β and h for minimization. Under assumptions
regarding K and regularity conditions, Ichimura (1993) shows consistency and asymptotic
normality of the SLS estimator of β. For a formal outline of assumptions and proofs of these
properties, refer to Ichimura (1993) or Li and Racine (2006) Chapter 8. Again, note that
no closed form expression for βˆ is available due to non-linearity of SLS on the parameter β.
Iterative numerical optimization provides a means of solving the SLS minimization criterion.
Klein and Spady’s Estimator: Specifically under a binary choice setting, Klein and
Spady (1993) propose a semiparametric single index model:
P (yi = 1|xi) = E[yi|xi] = g(x′iβ) (18)
and find parameter estimates by employing maximum likelihood estimation. The nonpara-
metric component of their model also places weak assumptions on error distribution and
requires estimation of g(x′iβ). Originally, Klein and Spady suggest either a bias reducing
kernel or adaptive kernel with local smoothing. In practice, as with Ichimura SLS, the leave-
one-out Nadaraya Watson kernel estimator is widely used (Pagan and Ullah, 1999). Pagan
and Ullah point out that in a binary choice setting, the numerator of gˆ−i(x′iβ) is an estimator
of g(x′iβ) conditional on yi = 1 while the denominator estimates the unconditional density.
With this density estimation technique, the bandwidth may be selected again by cross val-
idation. Our use of cross validated bandwidth in the Klein and Spady estimator is a new
method as the literature does not reflect use of this technique. Introduction of bandwidth
as a free parameter results in maximization of the log-likelihood function in terms of both β
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and h simultaneously.
lnL(β, h) =
n∑
i=1
yi ln[gˆ−i(x′iβ, h)] + (1− yi) ln[1− gˆ−i(x′iβ, h)]. (19)
Thus βˆ is the SML estimate of the parameter vector β which maximizes the likelihood of
occurrence for the observed data. Again, the kernel estimator has been nested within the
log-likelihood function to make the resulting function depend only on β and h. Klein and
Spady also propose introduction of a trimming set. While aiding in asymptotic proofs, they
note that the trimming set seems to not matter in applied settings so we do not discuss
it here. With trimming, under assumptions regarding K, and regularity conditions, Klein
and Spady show that their SML estimator is consistent, semiparametrically efficient and
asymptotically normal. For a formal outline of assumptions and proofs of these properties,
refer to Klein and Spady (1993).
3 Monte Carlo Design
Monte Carlo methods provide a means of implementing estimation techniques repeatedly
under controlled conditions to evaluate finite sample performance. This Monte Carlo study
aims to compare the semiparametric binary choice estimators proposed in Ichimura (1993)
and Klein and Spady (1993) respectively, to standard parametric Probit and Logit esti-
mators. Estimated bias and MSE provide the basis for comparison under finite sample
limitations with two cases in mind: 1. parametric model having correctly specified error
term distribution, and 2. parametric model having misspecification of error term distribu-
tion. This section reports the development and implementation of the DGP used in Monte
Carlo simulations.
With finite sample performance in mind, we consider three modest sample sizes in the
experiments: n1 = 250, n2 = 500 and n3 = 750. The latent model takes the form:
y∗i = xi1β1 + x2iβ2 + εi (20)
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The covariate x1i takes values from a standard uniform distribution on the interval [0,1] with
µ = 1/2 and σ2 = 1/12. The covariate x2i takes values from a standard normal distribution
where µ = 0 and σ2 = 1. We also scale the variance of x2i with another experiment
parameter: σ2
x12
= 1/2 and σ2
x22
= 1/5. Importantly, we specify the true parameter values:
β1 =
√
3/2 and β2 = 1/2.
This study considers three experimental cases for the distribution of εi. In the first case,
we generate the error term with random numbers from a standard normal distribution where
µ = 0 and σ2 = 1. In experiments involving this case, the Probit model will be correctly
specified. Case 2 generates the error term with random numbers from a standard logistic
distribution with µ = 0 and σ2 = pi2/3. Here, the Logit model will be correctly specified. The
third case for distributional form of the error term takes values from a student t distribution
with µ = 0 and degrees of freedom ν = 9 which leads to σ2 = 9/7. Degrees of freedom are
kept low to make a clear distinction between standard normal and student t distributions.
In the case of student t distributed error term, neither the Probit nor Logit model will have
correct specification. We also scale the variance of these error terms with another experiment
parameter: σ2ε1 =
1/3 and σ2ε2 = 1.
Under these experimental designs, we classify the observable yi as 1 if y
∗
i ≥ 0 or 0 if
y∗i < 0. Notice that this data generating process has satisfied the assumptions of {yi, xi}ni=1
i.i.d. and εi i.i.d. with E[εi|xi] = 0. We have also ensured specification by only con-
sidering error distributions with µ = 0. Specifically for semiparametric identification, we
specify the true parameters such that ||β|| = 1. Both x1 and x2 have continuous distribution
with x2  (−∞,∞) which satisfies the remaining semiparametric identification conditions.
Estimation of the hypothetically unknown parameter vector β can proceed with data as-
sumptions and identification conditions in place for both parametric and semiparametric
estimation procedures.
The DGP as well estimation procedures are carried forth in MATLAB. Permutations
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between sample size (3), distribution of εi (3), variance of x2 (2), and variance of εi (2)
makes 36 total experiments. Each experiment consists of 500 repetitions of DGP and es-
timation. The Leave-one-out Nadaraya Watson kernel estimator employed the Gaussian
Kernel: K(u) = 1√
2pi
e−
1
2
u2 . Due to unavailability of closed form solutions for parameter
estimates in all estimation procedures, iterative numerical algorithms are employed to pro-
vide approximations. Parametric optimization procedures use OLS parameter estimates as
starting values. Semiparametric optimization begins with initial estimates of 1/
√
2 for both
β1 and β2 (normalized initial estimates). In the semiparametric cases of Ichimura and Klein
and Spady, an initial bandwidth h = 1, is concatenated with the matrix of initial parameter
estimates prior to optimization for cross validated selection.
4 Monte Carlo Results
This section analyzes estimated bias and MSE in aggregate. Each DGP and estimation
procedure calculates bias and MSE for both βˆ1 and βˆ2. We estimate the bias and MSE by
taking the sample mean across all 500 iterations of each experiment. Discussion of results
is organized by experimental parameter with special consideration placed upon error term
distribution as designated by our goal of comparing semiparametric estimates to correctly
specified and misspecified parametric estimates. Full tables of results follow in the first
appendix.
As indicated in Li and Racine (2006), the semiparametric estimates should improve as
sample size increases, as should the parametric. Under εi ∼ N(0, 1), bias of semiparametric
estimates for both β1 and β2 generally improve as sample size increases as do the parametric
estimates. MSE of semiparametric and parametric estimates always improves as sample size
increases. Consider the experiment from Table 1 where n = 250, σ2ε = 1, and σ
2
x2
= 1/2
for β1: Ichimura yields MSE of 0.0321 compared to 0.0230 for Probit. Under the same
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conditions except n = 750, Ichimura MSE improves to 0.0096 and Probit MSE improves
to 0.0037. When the error term has standard logistic distribution, we find similar results.
In most cases, the bias for semiparametric and parametric estimates improves with sample
size for both parameters. Similarly, the MSE for semiparametric and parametric estimates
always improves with larger n. These same results concerning bias and MSE hold when
εi ∼ t(0, ν = 9). From Table 5, in estimating β1 when σ2ε = 1 and σ2x2 = 1/2, as sample size
increases from 250 to 500, MSE for Klein and Spady improves from 0.0488 to 0.0096 and
MSE for Probit improves from 0.0278 to 0.0110.
In considering the variance parameter σ2x2 assigned to the covariate x2, results do not indi-
cate a firm conclusion as in the case of sample size. First looking at cases, where εi ∼ N(0, 1),
the bias and MSE of semiparametric and parametric estimates for β1 are generally better
when σ2x2 =
1/5. In the case of β2, bias and MSE for both Ichimura as well as Klein and Spady
improve when σ2x2 =
1/5. But in the parametric cases, while bias is generally better with
1/5, MSE is not. Under experiments with standard logistic error distribution, estimates of
β1 are typically better when σ
2
x2
= 1/5 for both semiparametric and parametric cases. For β2
however, while semiparametric bias generally improves with σ2x2 =
1/5, parametric bias and
MSE of both parametric and semiparametric estimates seem to be better with σ2x2 =
1/2. The
same results follow from experiments with student t distributed error term. For example,
looking at estimates of β2 when n = 750 and σ
2
ε = 1 from Table 6, Ichimura bias improves
from 0.0817 to 0.0462 when σ2x2 changes from
1/2 to 1/5 while MSE changes from 0.0163 to
0.0207. Under these conditions, Probit bias declines from -0.0426 to -0.0469 and MSE from
0.0078 to 0.0157. It appears that the semiparametric estimators, less restrictive by design,
prefer the smaller variance parameter on an average basis but at a cost of variability in esti-
mates while the parametric estimates generally produce worse estimates under experiments
when σ2ε = 1/5.
The experiment parameter σ2ε produced some interesting results. For estimates of β1,
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bias and MSE for the semiparametric estimates improve when σ2ε = 1/3. Semiparametric
estimates for β2 see more bias when σ
2
ε = 1/3 but better MSE. It appears that overall, the
less restrictive semiparametric estimators prefer the smaller variance parameter. In almost
all cases, indifferent to error term distribution, when σ2ε = 1/3, parametric estimates suffered
dramatically compared to when σ2ε = 1. The reason for the dramatic decrease in accuracy
of parametric estimates when σ2ε = 1/3 is attributed to model specification. It is important
to note that the parametric error term assumptions rely on a specific variance value: σ2 = 1
in the Probit case and σ2 = pi2/3 in the Logit case. Thus, although Probit is correctly
specified when εi ∼ N(0, 1) and Logit is correctly specified when ε ∼ L(0, pi2/3), by changing
the variance of ε the models become misspecified by definition. For example, in the case of
εi ∼ N(0, 1) from Table 1, when the Probit model is correctly specified, with n = 750, σ2ε = 1
and σ2 = 1/2 Probit estimates of β1 show bias of 0.0037 and MSE of 0.0076. But under the
same conditions except σ2ε = 1/3, Probit estimates show bias of 0.6445 and MSE of 0.4260;
a severe reduction in accuracy. One exception comes from εi ∼ l(0, pi2/3) where Probit
estimates improve when σ2ε = 1/3. Because of the variance change just discussed, the logistic
error distribution here actually more resembles that of a standard normal. Notably, with
εi ∼ L(0, pi2/3) when σ2ε = 1/3, the Probit estimates are actually more accurate than those of
the Logit.
In examining results concerning error term distribution, we expect the semiparametric
estimators to outperform misspecified parametric estimators and underperform correctly
specified parametric estimators. The results appear to confirm these predictions. When
εi ∼ N(0, 1), the correctly specified Probit model always produces better estimates than
those from the misspecified Logit model. For example from Table 1, when n = 750, σ2ε = 1
and σ2x2 =
1/5, Probit estimates of β1 show bias of 0.0064 and MSE of 0.0077 while Logit
estimates show 0.5615 and 0.3374. Under these same conditions, Ichimura shows bias of -
0.0474 and MSE of 0.0090; worse than Probit but dramatically better than Logit. Although
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underperforming the correctly specified Probit, the semiparametric estimates do not suffer
dramatic efficiency losses and maintain systematic accuracy throughout these experiments.
When εi ∼ L(0, pi2/3) we expect estimates from the correctly specified Logit model to
outperform those of the misspecified Probit and the results indicate this is the case, save the
exception discussed earlier. Consider the experiment from Table 4 where n = 750, σ2ε = 1
and σ2x2 =
1/5. The Logit estimates for β2 show bias of 0.0183 and MSE of 00293 while Probit
estimates show -0.1800 and 0.0434. Under these conditions, Klein and Spady shows bias of
0.0580 and MSE of 0.0368. Thus, the correctly specified Logit produces the most accurate
estimates while the semiparametric Klein and Spady outperforms the misspecified Probit.
Overall, the semiparametric estimates produce systematically accurate results throughout
these experiments and do not suffer a dramatic loss of efficiency to those of the correctly
specified Logit.
With an error term having student t distribution, neither the Probit nor the Logit models
has correct specification and we expect the two semiparametric estimators to outperform
both parametric. The results generally confirm this. Consider the case from Table 5 where
n = 750, σ2ε = 1 and σ
2
x2
= 1/2. For β1, Ichimura exhibits bias of -0.0621 and MSE of 0.0097.
The Logit estimates exhibits bias of 0.4531 and MSE of 0.2255 while Probit has bias of
-0.0623 and MSE of 0.0110. Notice that the Probit estimate is quite improved over the Logit
and is comparable to that of Ichimura. Probit estimates actually outperform those of Logit in
all cases of student t distributed error term. While in most experiments, the semiparametric
estimators outperform the misspecified parametric, in some cases with small sample size
and σ2ε = 1, the Probit even outperforms the two semiparametric. Again this unexpected
result follows from a consideration of variance. The DGP used a student t distribution with
9 degrees of freedom in these experiments, which produces a similar distribution to that of
standard normal which enables the Probit model to produce fairly accurate estimates despite
misspecification. But in consideration of experiments with εi ∼ t(0, ν = 9), the consistently
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more accurate semiparametric estimates are favorable to those of the two parametric.
We also wish to make comments and comparisons concerning estimates of Ichimura and
those of Klein and Spady. Notice first from Tables 1, 3, and 5 that both semiparametric
estimators produce negatively biased estimates for β1 =
√
3/2. From Tables 2, 4, and 6,
both semiparametric estimators produce positively biased estimates for β2 = 1/2. These bias
signs result from the optimization procedure and not from the estimators themselves. The
iterative optimization began with normalized initial estimates of 1/
√
2 for both parameters
which means the initial estimates lay between 1/2 and
√
3/2. The bias signs imply that the
optimization procedure ended before overshooting the true parameter value. In consideration
of all experiments, while both semiparametric estimators showed systematically low bias
and MSE, Ichimura estimates displayed more accuracy than those of Klein and Spady on
an absolute basis. The only experiments where Klein and Spady estimates consistently
outperform those of Ichimura come when σ2ε = 1/3 and σ
2
x2
= 1/5. Although select experiments
see lower bias and/or MSE from Klein and Spady, as a whole, the estimates from Ichimura
are consistently improved. It is worth noting that the differences in bias and MSE observed
between estimates of Ichimura and those of Klein and Spady are not so dramatic as to
promote choice of one estimator over the other.
With the motivation behind this Monte Carlo study in mind, we have found results
in agreement with what we expected from the DGP and estimation techniques. Under
misspecification of the parametric models, the semiparametric approaches almost always
produce more accurate estimates. With correct parametric specification, the semiparametric
estimates do see a loss in efficiency but none so dramatic as to preclude their use. In all
experiments, the estimators of Ichimura and Klein and Spady consistently exhibit small bias
and MSE. This, along with the likely situation in applied settings where a parametric model
cannot be correctly specified, makes the estimators of Ichimura as well as Klein and Spady
especially appealing compared to the standard parametric Probit and Logit.
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5 Conclusion
This paper has outlined and discussed binary choice estimators under more restrictive para-
metric and less restrictive semiparametric settings. With asymptotic properties of said esti-
mators proven in previous literature, we examined their finite sample performance through
implementation of a Monte Carlo simulation. On a basis of bias and MSE, the expected
results hypothesized, based on theory, see confirmation through this study. The semipara-
metric estimators provide consistent estimates throughout the experiments dominating the
misspecified parametric models and underperforming correctly specified parametric models
at a modest loss of efficiency. Results indicate that semiparametric estimates improve with
increased sample size. It appears that the model of Ichimura, in general, outperforms that of
Klein and Spady in a finite sample setting, although not dramatically in an absolute sense.
The results of this finite sample evaluation indicate that the semiparametric estimators of
Ichimura as well as Klein and Spady have a promising future in applied economic problems
involving binary choice.
Future study of finite sample performance may wish to keep values of variance parameters
closer to 1 to prevent egregious misspecification of parametric models. As this study has
compared the semiparametric estimator of Ichimura to that of Klein and Spady, future
research might make comparisons to other semiparametric binary choice estimators such as
that of Lewbel (2000).
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Appendix 1: Tables
Table 1: βˆ1 Bias and MSE: εi ∼ N(0, 1)
n σ2ε σ
2
x2
Ichimura Klein and Spady Probit Logit
250 1 1/2 Bias -0.0760 -0.0800 0.0179 0.5911
MSE 0.0321 0.0343 0.0230 0.1591
250 1 1/5 Bias -0.0582 -0.0591 0.0079 0.5654
MSE 0.0354 0.0359 0.0215 0.3819
250 1/3 1/2 Bias -0.0651 -0.0695 0.6630 1.7436
MSE 0.0114 0.0117 0.4771 3.1646
250 1/3 1/5 Bias -0.0463 -0.0469 0.6575 1.7135
MSE 0.0099 0.0098 0.4646 3.0411
500 1 1/2 Bias -0.0650 -0.0679 0.0023 0.5632
MSE 0.0146 0.0153 0.0111 0.3495
500 1 1/5 Bias -0.0552 -0.0558 0.0049 0.5598
MSE 0.0134 0.0133 0.0126 0.3501
500 1/3 1/2 Bias -0.0661 -0.0694 0.6464 1.7092
MSE 0.0075 0.0081 0.4360 2.9803
500 1/3 1/5 Bias -0.0449 -0.0447 0.6345 1.6678
MSE 0.0062 0.0060 0.4186 2.8340
750 1 1/2 Bias -0.0642 -0.0660 0.0037 0.5649
MSE 0.0096 0.0096 0.0076 0.3409
750 1 1/5 Bias -0.0474 -0.0486 0.0064 0.5615
MSE 0.0090 0.0092 0.0077 0.3374
750 1/3 1/2 Bias -0.0640 -0.0679 0.6445 1.7088
MSE 0.0059 0.0063 0.4260 2.9551
750 1/3 1/5 Bias -0.0434 -0.0438 0.6405 1.6799
MSE 0.0051 0.0050 0.4228 2.8637
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Table 2: βˆ2 Bias and MSE: εi ∼ N(0, 1))
n σ2ε σ
2
x2
Ichimura Klein and Spady Probit Logit
250 1 1/2 Bias 0.0672 0.0712 0.0049 0.3382
MSE 0.0323 0.0330 0.0156 0.1591
250 1 1/5 Bias 0.0177 0.0185 -0.0061 0.3167
MSE 0.0477 0.0479 0.0416 0.2152
250 1/3 1/2 Bias 0.0835 0.0899 0.3820 1.0157
MSE 0.0179 0.0187 0.1700 1.1072
250 1/3 1/5 Bias 0.0517 0.0530 0.3793 1.0048
MSE 0.0186 0.0184 0.1886 1.1447
500 1 1/2 Bias 0.0780 0.0817 -0.0008 0.3277
MSE 0.0201 0.0206 0.0075 0.1288
500 1 1/5 Bias 0.0585 0.0596 0.0072 0.3376
MSE 0.0237 0.0236 0.0172 0.1617
500 1/3 1/2 Bias 0.0932 0.0975 0.3792 1.0095
MSE 0.0139 0.0147 0.1556 1.0564
500 1/3 1/5 Bias 0.0593 0.0595 0.3759 0.9954
MSE 0.0123 0.0120 0.1646 1.0610
750 1 1/2 Bias 0.0853 0.0882 0.0027 0.3331
MSE 0.0163 0.0165 0.0057 0.1272
750 1 1/5 Bias 0.0563 0.0580 0.0002 0.3257
MSE 0.0167 0.0169 0.0113 0.1377
750 1/3 1/2 Bias 0.0932 0.0985 0.3766 1.0061
MSE 0.0118 0.0127 0.1490 1.0350
750 1/3 1/5 Bias 0.0601 0.0609 0.3697 0.9877
MSE 0.0101 0.0100 0.1532 1.0263
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Table 3: βˆ1 Bias and MSE: εi ∼ L(0, pi2/3)
n σ2ε σ
2
x2
Ichimura Klein and Spady Probit Logit
250 1 1/2 Bias -0.1322 -0.1380 -0.3295 0.0036
MSE 0.0845 0.0858 0.1299 0.0576
250 1 1/5 Bias -0.1197 -0.1239 -0.3263 0.0061
MSE 0.0903 0.0930 0.1270 0.0554
250 1/3 1/2 Bias -0.0976 -0.0969 0.0514 0.6510
MSE 0.0426 0.0415 0.0290 0.5014
250 1/3 1/5 Bias -0.0752 -0.0740 0.0532 0.6451
MSE 0.0317 0.0306 0.0276 0.4888
500 1 1/2 Bias -0.1101 -0.1073 -0.3254 0.0092
MSE 0.0610 0.0579 0.1161 0.0278
500 1 1/5 Bias -0.0678 -0.0696 -0.3183 0.0180
MSE 0.0368 0.0378 0.1109 0.0261
500 1/3 1/2 Bias -0.0697 -0.0742 0.0447 0.6395
MSE 0.0143 0.0160 0.0132 0.4417
500 1/3 1/5 Bias -0.0441 -0.0441 0.0547 0.6446
MSE 0.0109 0.0109 0.0143 0.4482
750 1 1/2 Bias -0.0773 -0.0807 -0.3259 0.0083
MSE 0.0267 0.0291 0.1126 0.0175
750 1 1/5 Bias -0.0679 -0.0698 -0.3280 0.0020
MSE 0.0251 0.0261 0.1137 0.0165
750 1/3 1/2 Bias -0.0583 -0.0615 0.0493 0.6455
MSE 0.0076 0.0082 0.0105 0.4405
750 1/3 1/5 Bias -0.0444 -0.0447 0.0517 0.6395
MSE 0.0080 0.0081 0.0104 0.4315
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Table 4: βˆ2 Bias and MSE: εi ∼ L(0, pi2/3)
n σ2ε σ
2
x2
Ichimura Klein and Spady Probit Logit
250 1 1/2 Bias 0.0778 0.0853 -0.1818 0.0173
MSE 0.0668 0.0680 0.0474 0.0391
250 1 1/5 Bias 0.0320 0.0359 -0.1762 0.0253
MSE 0.0851 0.0857 0.0669 0.0961
250 1/3 1/2 Bias 0.0895 0.0899 0.0369 0.3947
MSE 0.0370 0.0363 0.0189 0.2062
250 1/3 1/5 Bias 0.0558 0.0552 0.0484 0.4098
MSE 0.0427 0.0422 0.0406 0.2758
500 1 1/2 Bias 0.0833 0.0819 -0.1929 -0.0005
MSE 0.0464 0.0460 0.0443 0.0189
500 1 1/5 Bias 0.0307 0.0323 -0.1909 0.0013
MSE 0.0498 0.0505 0.0517 0.0406
500 1/3 1/2 Bias 0.0860 0.0906 0.0251 0.3749
MSE 0.0205 0.0219 0.0090 0.1646
500 1/3 1/5 Bias 0.0449 0.0451 0.0264 0.3730
MSE 0.0205 0.0204 0.0179 0.1870
750 1 1/2 Bias 0.0780 0.0804 -0.1898 0.0044
MSE 0.0291 0.0303 0.0406 0.0124
750 1 1/5 Bias 0.0564 0.0580 -0.1800 0.0183
MSE 0.0361 0.0368 0.0434 0.0293
750 1/3 1/2 Bias 0.0798 0.0841 0.0214 0.3682
MSE 0.0135 0.0143 0.0050 0.1499
750 1/3 1/5 Bias 0.0528 0.0534 0.0221 0.3655
MSE 0.0160 0.0161 0.0130 0.1685
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Table 5: βˆ1 Bias and MSE: εi ∼ t(0, ν = 9)
n σ2ε σ
2
x2
Ichimura Klein and Spady Probit Logit
250 1 1/2 Bias -0.0996 -0.0968 -0.0531 0.4702
MSE 0.0485 0.0488 0.0278 0.2924
250 1 1/5 Bias -0.0804 -0.0824 -0.0477 0.4714
MSE 0.0400 0.0420 0.0256 0.2886
250 1/3 1/2 Bias -0.0691 -0.0692 0.4752 1.4116
MSE 0.0135 0.0151 0.2571 2.0938
250 1/3 1/5 Bias -0.0510 -0.0505 0.4862 1.4086
MSE 0.0126 0.0123 0.2673 2.0831
500 1 1/2 Bias -0.0715 -0.0729 -0.0779 0.4271
MSE 0.0156 0.0156 0.0176 0.2153
500 1 1/5 Bias -0.0501 -0.0511 0.0560 0.4561
MSE 0.0161 0.0161 0.0150 0.2415
500 1/3 1/2 Bias -0.0644 -0.0670 0.4585 1.3803
MSE 0.0080 0.0084 0.2251 1.9534
500 1/3 1/5 Bias -0.0457 -0.0451 0.4812 1.4002
MSE 0.0074 0.0075 0.2486 2.0160
750 1 1/2 Bias -0.0621 -0.0630 -0.0623 0.4531
MSE 0.0097 0.0096 0.0110 0.2255
750 1 1/5 Bias -0.0451 -0.0459 -0.0583 0.4518
MSE 0.0111 0.0112 0.0102 0.2233
750 1/3 1/2 Bias -0.0609 -0.0622 0.4557 1.3764
MSE 0.0058 0.0059 0.2183 1.9285
750 1/3 1/5 Bias -0.0444 -0.0430 0.4882 1.4122
MSE 0.0052 0.0050 0.2489 2.0292
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Table 6: βˆ2 Bias and MSE: εi ∼ t(0, ν = 9)
n σ2ε σ
2
x2
Ichimura Klein and Spady Probit Logit
250 1 1/2 Bias 0.0816 0.0768 -0.0394 0.2624
MSE 0.0426 0.0421 0.0175 0.1140
250 1 1/5 Bias 0.0522 0.0531 -0.0269 0.2798
MSE 0.0472 0.0476 0.0361 0.1754
250 1/3 1/2 Bias 0.0870 0.0860 0.2663 0.8154
MSE 0.0192 0.0188 0.0891 0.7204
250 1/3 1/5 Bias 0.0534 0.0526 0.2671 0.8066
MSE 0.0225 0.0226 0.1145 0.7748
500 1 1/2 Bias 0.0868 0.0888 -0.0394 0.2610
MSE 0.0214 0.0218 0.0087 0.0882
500 1 1/5 Bias 0.0449 0.0466 -0.0398 0.2578
MSE 0.0258 0.0258 0.0176 0.1107
500 1/3 1/2 Bias 0.0892 0.0927 0.2558 0.7950
MSE 0.0144 0.0149 0.0757 0.6643
500 1/3 1/5 Bias 0.0572 0.0562 0.2582 0.7948
MSE 0.0146 0.0136 0.0914 0.7072
750 1 1/2 Bias 0.0817 0.0832 -0.0426 0.2565
MSE 0.0163 0.0163 0.0078 0.0827
750 1 1/5 Bias 0.0462 0.0475 -0.0469 0.2458
MSE 0.0207 0.0208 0.0157 0.0975
750 1/3 1/2 Bias 0.0881 0.0901 0.2514 0.7892
MSE 0.0116 0.0117 0.0701 0.6441
750 1/3 1/5 Bias 0.0611 0.0591 0.2666 0.8103
MSE 0.0107 0.0104 0.0867 0.7041
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Appendix 2: Figures
Figure 1: Error Distributions:
(a) Cumulative Distribution Functions (b) Probability Density Functions
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Figure 2: Select Estimated Densities from Ichimura SLS:
(a) n = 250, σ2ε = 1, σ
2
x2
= 1/5, εi ∼ N(0, 1) (b) n = 750, σ2ε = 1, σ2x2 = 1/5, εi ∼ N(0, 1)
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= 1/5, εi ∼ L(0, pi2/3) (d) n = 750, σ2ε = 1, σ2x2 = 1/5, εi ∼ t(0, ν = 9)
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Notes:
Kernel density estimate using parameter estimates compared to true probability density function evaluated
with parameter estimates. Bandwidth selected to illustrate smoothness in density estimates.
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Figure 3: Select Estimated Densities from Klein and Spady SML:
(a) n = 250, σ2ε = 1, σ
2
x2
= 1/5, εi ∼ N(0, 1) (b) n = 750, σ2ε = 1, σ2x2 = 1/5, εi ∼ N(0, 1)
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= 1/5, εi ∼ L(0, pi2/3) (d) n = 750, σ2ε = 1, σ2x2 = 1/5, εi ∼ t(0, ν = 9)
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Kernel density estimate using parameter estimates compared to true probability density function evaluated
with parameter estimates. Bandwidth selected to illustrate smoothness in density estimates.
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Figure 4: Select Estimated Distributions from Ichimura SLS:
(a) n = 250, σ2ε = 1, σ
2
x2
= 1/5, εi ∼ N(0, 1) (b) n = 750, σ2ε = 1, σ2x2 = 1/5, εi ∼ N(0, 1)
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Notes:
Leave-one-out NW estimator using parameter estimates compared to true cumulative distribution function
evaluated with parameter estimates. Bandwidth selected to illustrate smoothness in distribution estimates.
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Figure 5: Select Estimated Distributions from Klein and Spady SML:
(a) n = 250, σ2ε = 1/3, σ
2
x2
= 1/5, εi ∼ N(0, 1) (b) n = 750, σ2ε = 1/3, σ2x2 = 1/5, εi ∼ N(0, 1)
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Notes:
Leave-one-out NW estimator using parameter estimates compared to true cumulative distribution function
evaluated with parameter estimates. Bandwidth selected to illustrate smoothness in distribution estimates.
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Appendix 3: Select MATLAB Code3
Monte Carlo Simulation
1 %MONTE CARLO SIMULATION using parametric probit and logit as well as
2 %semiparametric estimators proposed in Ichimura(1993) and Klein and Spady
3 %(1993)
4
5 %First column: sample size(n = 250, 500, 750)
6 %Second column: error distribution(1=std norm, 2=logistic, 3=student t)
7 %Third column: error variance parameter(1/3, 1)
8 %Fourth Column: x 2 variance parameter(1/2, 1/5)
9
10 par ex = [250 1 1 1/2 ; % experiment matrix
11 250 1 1 1/5 ;
12 250 1 1/3 1/2 ;
13 250 1 1/3 1/5 ;
14 250 2 1 1/2 ;
15 250 2 1 1/5 ;
16 250 2 1/3 1/2 ;
17 250 2 1/3 1/5 ;
18 250 3 1 1/2 ;
19 250 3 1 1/5 ;
20 250 3 1/3 1/2 ;
21 250 3 1/3 1/5 ;
22 500 1 1 1/2 ;
23 500 1 1 1/5 ;
24 500 1 1/3 1/2 ;
25 500 1 1/3 1/5 ;
26 500 2 1 1/2 ;
27 500 2 1 1/5 ;
28 500 2 1/3 1/2 ;
29 500 2 1/3 1/5 ;
30 500 3 1 1/2 ;
31 500 3 1 1/5 ;
32 500 3 1/3 1/2 ;
33 500 3 1/3 1/5 ;
34 750 1 1 1/2 ;
35 750 1 1 1/5 ;
36 750 1 1/3 1/2 ;
37 750 1 1/3 1/5 ;
38 750 2 1 1/2 ;
39 750 2 1 1/5 ;
40 750 2 1/3 1/2 ;
41 750 2 1/3 1/5 ;
3Special thanks to Professor Martins-Filho for indispensable guidance and assistance in developing these
codes.
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42 750 3 1 1/2 ;
43 750 3 1 1/5 ;
44 750 3 1/3 1/2 ;
45 750 3 1/3 1/5 ];
46
47 num iter = 500; %Number of iterations of each experiment
48 pre m vol = zeros(num iter,16); %Size of matrix for first output
49 metrics = zeros(num iter,16); %Size of matrix for final .txt output
50
51
52 for i=1:size(par ex,1) % experiment loop
53 fname = sprintf('results%d.txt',i); % format data into string
54 tic;
55
56 for d=1:num iter % iteration loop
57
58 % DATA GENERATION−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
59
60 beta 1 = sqrt(3)/2; %true parameters
61 beta 2 = 0.5;
62 beta true = [ beta 1; beta 2];
63 n = par ex(i,1); % sample size
64 esigma = sqrt(par ex(i,3)); % variance parameter
65 xsigma = sqrt(par ex(i,4)); % variance parameter
66 x 1 = rand(n,1); % uniformly distributed [0,1]
67 x 2 = randn(n, 1); % standard normally distributed
68 x = [x 1 x 2]; % x matrix
69 z = x 1*beta 1 + x 2*beta 2; % index
70
71 if par ex(i,2) == 1 % Normal
72 e = esigma*randn(n, 1); % normally distributed error term
73 ystar = z + e; % latent
74 y = (ystar >= 0); %threshold
75
76 elseif par ex(i,2) == 2 % Logistic
77 u = rand(n,1);
78 l = log(u)−log(1−u); % logistically distributed random numbers
79 e = esigma*l; % logistically distributed error term
80 ystar = z + e; %latent
81 y = (ystar >= 0); % threshold
82
83 else % t
84 v = 5; % degrees of freedom
85 e = esigma*trnd(v,[n,1]); % student t distributed error term
86 ystar = z + e; % latent
87 y = (ystar >= 0); % threshold
88 end
89
90
91 % ESTIMATION−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
92
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93 h=1; % initial bandwidth
94
95 % Ichimura estimator least squares function
96 ls = @(theta)sum( (dens ichimura(x,theta)>=0).*(
97 ( y−gbeta ichimura(y,x,theta) ).ˆ2 ) );
98
99 % Klein and Spady estimator log−likelihood function
100 log likelihood = @(theta)−sum( ( y.*log(gbeta ichimura(y,x,theta))
101 + (1−y).*log((1−gbeta ichimura(y,x,theta)))));
102
103 b dim = size(x,2); % columns of x matrix
104 l p=−ones(b dim,1);
105 u p = ones(b dim,1);
106 lb = [l p;0.3]; % lower bound for bandwidth
107 ub = [u p;Inf]; % upper bound for bandwidth
108
109 theta initial i = [beta 1; beta 2; h]; % normalized initial estimates
110 theta initial ks = [beta 1; beta 2; h]; % with initial bandwidth added
111
112 options = optimset('GradConstr','on');
113
114 % Ichimura estimation
115 [theta ichimura,fval i,exitflag i,output i,lambda i,grad i,hessian i]
116 =fmincon(ls,theta initial i,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,@norm cons,options);
117
118 ichimura beta = theta ichimura(1:b dim);
119
120 % Klein and Spady estimation
121 [theta ks,fval,exitflag,output,lambda,grad,hessian]
122 =fmincon(log likelihood,theta initial ks,[],[],[],[],lb,ub,
123 @norm cons,options);
124 ks beta = theta ks(1:b dim);
125
126 % Probit estimation
127 probit(y, x, 1000, .0000001);
128 probit beta = ans.beta;
129
130 % Logit estimation
131 logit(y, x, 1000, .0000001);
132 logit beta = ans.beta;
133
134 % Bias Calculation
135 bias ichimura = (ichimura beta − beta true)';
136 bias ks = (ks beta − beta true)';
137 bias probit = (probit beta − beta true)';
138 bias logit = (logit beta − beta true)';
139
140 % Squared Error Calculation
141 se ichimura = ((ichimura beta − beta true).ˆ2)';
142 se ks = ((ks beta − beta true).ˆ2)';
143 se probit = ((probit beta − beta true).ˆ2)';
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144 se logit = ((logit beta − beta true).ˆ2)';
145
146
147 % Initial results output
148 pre m vol(d,:) = [ bias ichimura bias ks se ichimura se ks bias probit
149 bias logit se probit se logit];
150
151 toc
152 end
153
154 % PERFORMANCE METRICS−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
155
156 % Bias
157 BIAS ichimura 1 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,1));
158 BIAS ichimura 2 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,2));
159 BIAS ks 1 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,3));
160 BIAS ks 2 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,4));
161 BIAS probit 1 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,9));
162 BIAS probit 2 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,10));
163 BIAS logit 1 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,11));
164 BIAS logit 2 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,12));
165
166 % Mean Squared Error
167 MSE ichimura 1 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,5));
168 MSE ichimura 2 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,6));
169 MSE ks 1 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,7));
170 MSE ks 2 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,8));
171 MSE probit 1 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,13));
172 MSE probit 2 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,14));
173 MSE logit 1 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,15));
174 MSE logit 2 = (1/num iter)*sum(pre m vol(:,16));
175
176 %Matrix to output
177 metrics = [ BIAS ichimura 1 BIAS ichimura 2 BIAS ks 1 BIAS ks 2
178 MSE ichimura 1 MSE ichimura 2 MSE ks 1 MSE ks 2 BIAS probit 1
179 BIAS probit 2 BIAS logit 1 BIAS logit 2 MSE probit 1 MSE probit 2
180 MSE logit 1 MSE logit 2]; %Final output matrix
181
182 %Saves the .txt file
183 save(fname,'metrics','−ASCII') %Saves the .txt file
184 end
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Leave-one-out Nadaraya Watson Kernel Estimator
1 % Leave−one−out Nadaraya Watson Kernel Estimator
2 %
3 % OUTPUT:
4 % g: a vector of values for the estimated g function at the sample points
5 % for fixed theta, vector of regressand y and regressor matrix x
6 %
7 % INPUT:
8 % y: is a vector of regressands
9 % x: is a matrix of regressors
10 % theta: is a parameter vector with last position being the bandwidth
11
12 function g = gbeta ichimura(y,x,theta)
13 col x=size(x,2);
14 z = x*theta(1:col x); % index
15 n=size(y,1); % sample size
16
17 %Leave−one−out Nadaraya Watson estimator
18
19 a=(1/theta(col x+1))*(gsubtract(z,z')); % weights
20 k=(1/sqrt(2*pi))*exp(−0.5*a.ˆ2); % gaussian kernel
21 kj=k−k(1,1)*eye(n); % zero diagonal
22 g=(kj'*y)./(kj'*ones(n,1)); % vector of density estimates at sample points
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